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Abstract
Firefighter escape systems are becoming more common throughout the fire
service. These systems typically consist of an anchor device (commonly a
hook), rope, descent control device and some type of harness. Unlike most
rope systems, these are designed to be subjected to fire conditions that
would typically challenge the integrity of most rescue gear.
We presume they can handle these fire conditions, but do we have a body of
testing to show this? There are standards that test the temperature
resistance of the rope, the strength of the escape anchor, and dynamic tests
on the descender.
A series of tests were conducted to simulate real-world fire conditions,
such as flashover and rollover, to determine if these escape systems would
perform as expected.
Questions asked were:
1) If there is a weak point, where does it lie?
2) Did material composition of the anchor and rope matter?
3) Do they perform as we expect them to?
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